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ABSTRACT

A non-intrusive speech quality estimation technique is based
on statistical or probability models such as Gaussian Mixture

Models (“GMMs”). Perceptual features are extracted from
the received speech signal and assessed by an arti?cial refer
ence model formed using statistical models. The models char

acteriZe the statistical behavior of speech features. Consis
tency measures between the input speech features and the
models are calculated to form indicators of speech quality.
The consistency values are mapped to a speech quality score
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Continuation of application No. 11/364,252, ?led on
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using a mapping optimized using machine learning algo
rithms, such as Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines
(“MARS”). The technique provides competitive or better
quality estimates relative to known techniques While having
loWer computational complexity.
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SINGLE-SIDED SPEECH QUALITY

ing Applications, vol. I. July 2003. pp. 389-392, the VQ

MEASUREMENT

codebook reference is replaced With a hidden Markov model.
In P. Gray, M. P. Hollier. and R. E. Massara. “Non-intrusive

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

[0001]

This application is a continuation of US. patent

application Ser. No. 11/364,252, titled Single-Sided Speech
Quality Measurement, ?led Feb. 28, 2006.
FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] This invention relates generally to the ?eld of tele
communications, and more particularly to double-ended

measurement of speech quality.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0003]

The capability of measuring speech quality in a

telecommunications netWork is important to telecommunica
tions service providers. Measurements of speech quality can
be employed to assist With netWork maintenance and trouble
shooting, and can also be used to evaluate neW technologies,

protocols and equipment. HoWever, anticipating hoW people
Will perceive speech quality can be dif?cult. The traditional

technique for measuring speech quality is a subjective listen
ing test. In a subjective listening test a group of people manu

ally, i.e., by listening, score the quality of speech according to,
e.g., anAbsolute Categorical Rating (“ACR”) scale, Bad (1),
Poor (2), Fair (3), Good(4), Excellent (5). The average of the
scores, known as a Mean Opinion Score (“MOS”), is then
calculated and used to characterize the performance of speech
codecs, transmission equipment, and networks. Other kinds
of subjective tests and scoring schemes may also be used, e.g.,
degradation mean opinion scores (“DMOS”). Regardless of
the scoring scheme, subjective listening tests are time con

suming and costly.
[0004]

Machine-automated, “objective” measurement is

knoWn as an alternative to subjective listening tests. Objective
measurement provides a rapid and economical means to esti
mate user opinion, and makes it possible to perform real-time
speech quality measurement on a netWork-Wide scale. Obj ec
tive measurement can be performed either intrusively or non

intrusively. Intrusive measurement, also called double-ended
or input-output-based measurement, is based on measuring
the distortion betWeen the received and transmitted speech
signals, often With an underlying requirement that the trans
mitted signal be a “clean” signal of high quality. Non-intru
sive measurement, also called single-ended or output-based
measurement, does not require the clean signal to estimate
quality. In a Working commercial netWork it may be dif?cult

to provide both the clean signal and the received speech signal
to the test equipment because of the distances betWeen end

points. Consequently, non-intrusive techniques should be
more practical for implementation outside of a test facility
because they do not require a clean signal.
[0005]

Several non-intrusive measurement schemes are

knoWn. In C. Jin and R. Kubichek. “Vector quantiZation tech

niques for output-based objective speech quality,” in Proc.
IEEE Inf ConfAcoustics, Speech, Signal Processing, vol. 1,

May 1996, pp. 491-494, comparisons betWeen features ofthe
received speech signal and vector quantiZer (“VQ”) code

speech-quality assessment using vocal-tract models,” Proc.
Inst. Elect. Eng, VlSlOI’l, Image. SignalProcess., vol. 147, no.
6, pp. 493-501, December 2000 and D. S. Kim. “ANIQUE:

An auditory model for single-ended speech quality estima

tion,”IEEE Trans. Speech Audio Process, vol. 13, no. 5, pp.
821-831, September 2005, vocal tract modeling and modula
tion-spectral features derived from the temporal envelope of

speech, respectively, provide quality cues for non-intrusive
quality measurement. More recently, a non-intrusive method
using neurofuZZy inference Was proposed in G. Chen and V.

Parsa, “Nonintrusive speech quality evaluation using an
adaptive neurofuZZy inference system,” IEEE Signal Process.
Lett., vol. 12, no. 5, pp. 403-106, May 2005. The International
Telecommunications Union ITU-T P.563 standard represents

the “state-of-the-art” algorithm, ITU-T P.563, Single Ended
Method for Objective Speech Quality Assessment in NarroW
Band Telephony Applications, International Telecommunica
tion Union, Geneva, SWitZerland, May 2004. HoWever, each
of these knoWn non-intrusive measurement schemes is com

putationally intensive relative to the capabilities of equipment
Which could currently be Widely deployed at loW cost. Con
sequently, a less computationally intensive non-intrusive
solution Would be desirable in order to facilitate deployment
outside of test facilities.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0006]

In accordance With one embodiment of the inven

tion, a single-ended speech quality measurement method
comprises the steps of: extracting perceptual features from a

received speech signal; assessing the perceptual features With
at least one statistical model of the features to form indicators

of speech quality; and employing the indicators of speech
quality to produce a speech quality score.
[0007] In accordance With another embodiment of the

invention, apparatus operable to provide a single-ended
speech quality measurement, comprises: a feature extraction
module operable to extract perceptual features from a
received speech signal; a statistical reference model and con

sistency calculation module operable in response to output
from the feature extraction module to assess the perceptual

features to form indicators of speech quality; and a scoring
module operable to employ the indicators of speech quality to
produce a speech quality score.
[0008] One advantage of the inventive technique is reduc
tion of processing requirements for speech quality measure
ment Without signi?cant degradation in performance. Simu
lations With Perceptual Linear Prediction (“PLP”)
coef?cients have shoWn that the inventive technique can out
perform P.563 by up to 44.74% in correlation R for SMV

coded speech under noisy conditions. The inventive tech
nique is comparable to R563 under various other conditions.
An average 40% reduction in processing time Was obtained

compared to R563, with P563 implemented using a quicker

procedural computer language than the interpretive language

book representations of the features of clean speech are used
to estimate quality. In W. Li and R. Kubichek, “Output-based

objective speech quality measurement using continuous hid

used to run the inventive technique. Thus, the speedup that
can be obtained from the inventive technique programmed
With a procedural language such as C is expected to be much

den Markov models,” in Proc. 7th Inl. Strap. Signal Process

greater.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES
[0009]

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a non-intrusive mea

surement technique including a statistical reference model.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0010] FIG. 1 illustrates a relatively easily calculable non
intrusive measurement technique. The input is a speech
(“test”) signal for Which a subjective quality score is to be
estimated (100), e.g., a speech signal that has been processed
by network equipment, transmitted on a communications

10-ms speech frame as being active or inactive. The voicing
detector further labels active frames as voiced or unvoiced. In

the illustrated embodiment the VAD from ITU-T Rec. G.729

Annex B, A Silence Compression Scheme for G.729 Opti
miZed for Terminals Conforming to Recommendation V.70,
International Telecommunication Union, Geneva, SWitZer
land. November 1996, Which is incorporated by reference, is

employed.
[0013]

Referring to the GMM reference model (106),

Where u is a K-dimensional feature vector, a Gaussian mix

ture density is a Weighted sum of M component densities as

link, or both. A feature extraction module (102) is employed
to extract perceptual features, frame by frame, from the test
signal. A time segmentation module (104) labels the feature
vector of each frame as belonging to one of three possible
segment classes: voiced, unvoiced, or inactive. In a separate
process, statistical or probability models such as Gaussian
Mixture Models are formed. The terms “statistical model”
and “statistical reference model” as used herein encompass

probability models, statistical probability models and the

M

(Eq- 1)

pm | A) = Z cit-him)
[:1

Where (XI-Z0, i:1, . . . , M are the mixture Weights, With ZZ-IIM
(XI-:1, and bl-(u), i:1, . . . , M, are K-variate Gaussian densities

With mean vector [1.1- and covariance matrix 21-. The parameter

like, as those terms are understood in the art. Different models

list 7t:{7tl, . . . , KM} de?nes a particular Gaussian mixture

may be formed for different classes of speech signals. For
instance, one class could be high-quality, undistorted speech

density, Where ki:{|.LZ-, 21-, 0o}. GMM parameters are initial

signal. Other classes could be speech impaired by different

types of distortions. A distinct model may be used for each of
the segment classes in each speech signal class, or one single
model may be used for a speech class With no distinction

betWeen segments. The different statistical models together
comprise a reference model (106) of the behavior of speech
features. Features extracted from the test signal (100) are
assessed using the reference model by calculating a “consis
tency” measure With respect to each statistical model via a

consistency calculation module (108). The consistency val

iZed using the k-means algorithm described in A. Gersho and

R. Gray, Vector Quantization and Signal Compression. Nor
Well, MA: KluWer, 1992, Which is incorporated by reference,
and estimated using the expectation-maximization (“EM”)
algorithm described in A. Dempster, N. Lair, and D. Rubin,
“Maximum likelihood from incomplete data via the EM algo

rithm,” .1. Royal Statistical Society, vol.~39, pp. 1-38, 1977,
Which is incorporated by reference. The EM algorithm itera
tions produce a sequence of models With monotonically non

decreasing log-likelihood (“LL”) values. The algorithm is
deemed to have converged When the difference of LL values

ues serve as indicators of speech quality and are mapped to an

betWeen tWo consecutive iterations drops beloW 10'3 .

estimated subjective score, such as Mean Opinion Score
(“MOS”), degradation mean opinion score (“DMOS”), or
some other type of subj ective score, using a mapping module

a GMM is used to model the PLP cepstral coef?cients of each

(110), thereby producing an estimated score (112).
[0011]

Referring noW to the feature extraction module

(102), perceptual linear prediction (“PLP”) cepstral coef?

cients serve as primary features and are extracted from the

speech signal every 10 ms. The coef?cients are obtained from

an “auditory spectrum” constructed to exploit three psychoa

coustic precepts: critical band spectral resolution, equal
loudness curve, and intensity loudness poWer laW. The audi

tory spectrum is approximated by an all-pole auto-regressive
model, the coef?cients of Which are transformed to PLP cep

stral coe?icients. The order of the auto-regressive model
determines the amount of detail in the auditory spectrum
preserved by the model. Higher order models tend to preserve
more speaker-dependent information. Since the illustrated
embodiment is directed to measuring quality variation due to
the transmission system rather than the speaker, speaker inde
pendence is a desirable property. In the illustrated embodi
ment ?fth-order PLP coef?cients as described in H. Herman

sky, “Perceptual linear prediction (PLP) analysis of speech,”

J. Acoust. Soc. Amer., vol. 87, pp. 1738-1752, 1990, (“Her
mansky”), Which is incorporated by reference, are employed
as speaker-independent speech spectral parameters. Other

[0014]

Referring speci?cally to the reference model (106),

class of speech frames. For instance, consider the class of
clean speech signals. Three different Gaussian mixture den
sities pclass(ul7t) are trained. The subscript “class” represents
either voiced, unvoiced, or inactive frames. In principle, by
evaluating a statistical model at the PLP cepstral coef?cients
x of the test signal, i.e., pclass(xl7t), a measure of consistency
betWeen the coef?cient vector and the statistical model is
obtained. Voiced coef?cient vectors are applied to pvoiced
(ulk), unvoiced vectors to plmvol-ced(ul7t), and inactive vectors

to pinact'ive(u|}\')'
[0015] Referring noW to the consistency calculation mod
ule (108), it should be noted that a simplifying assumption is

made that vectors betWeen frames are independent. Improved

performance might be obtained from more sophisticated
approaches that model the statistical dependency betWeen
frames, such as Markov modeling. Nevertheless, a model

With loW computational complexity has bene?ts as already
discussed above. For a given speech signal Whose feature
vectors have been classi?ed as described above, the consis
tency betWeen the feature vectors of a class and the statistical
model of that class is calculated as

types of features, such as RASTA-PLP, may also be employed
in lieu of PLP.

[0012]

Referring noW to the time segmentation module

Nclass
061N061,

a XNCIGSS) : m

(Eq- 2)
1Og(pclass(x|/\))

(104), time segmentation is employed to separate the speech
frames into different classes. Each class appears to exert

different in?uence on the overall speech quality. Time seg
mentation is performed using a voice activity detector
(“VAD”) and a voicing detector. The VAD identi?es each

where X], . . . , xNcZaSS, are the feature vectors in the class, and

Ndass is the number of such vectors in the statistical model

class. Larger Cdass indicates greater consistency. Cdass is set
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to Zero Whenever Ndass is Zero. For each class, the product of
the consistency measure Cdass and the fraction of frames of

that class in the speech signal is calculated. The products for
all the model classes serve as quality indicators to be mapped
to an objective estimate of the subjective score value.

7. The method of claim 6 including the further step of
mapping the consistency measures to a speech quality score

using a mapping, such as Multivariate Adaptive Regression

Splines.

8. The method of claim 1 Wherein the perceptual features

are assessed With Gaussian Mixture Models to form indica

[0016] Referring noW to the mapping module (110), map
ping functions Which may be utiliZed include multivariate

tors of speech quality.

splines (“MARS”), as described in J. H. Friedman, “Multi

voiced, unvoiced, and inactive.
10. Apparatus operable to provide a single-ended speech

polynomial regression and multivariate adaptive regression
variate adaptive regression splines,” The Annals ofSZaZislics,
vol. 19, no 1, pp. 1-141, March 1991. With MARS, the map
ping is constructed as a Weighted sum of basis functions, each
taking the form of a truncated spline
[0017] While the invention is described through the above

exemplary embodiments, it Will be understood by those of
ordinary skill in the art that modi?cation to and variation of
the illustrated embodiments may be made Without departing
from the inventive concepts herein disclosed. Moreover,
While the preferred embodiments are described in connection
With various illustrative structures, one skilled in the art Will

recogniZe that the system may be embodied using a variety of
speci?c structures. Accordingly, the invention should not be
vieWed as limited except by the scope and spirit of the

appended claims.
What is claimed is:

1. A single-ended speech quality measurement method
comprising the steps of:
extracting perceptual features from a speech signal that has
been processed by network equipment, transmitted on a
communications link, or both;

assessing the perceptual features With statistical models
generated prior to extracting the perceptual features to
form indicators of speech quality; and
employing the indicators of speech quality to produce an
estimate of subjective speech quality score Without ref
erence to a corresponding speech signal that has not
been processed by netWork equipment, transmitted on a
communications link, or both.
2. The method of claim 1 including the further step of

extracting the perceptual features from the received speech

signal frame-by-frame.

3. The method of claim 2 further including the step of

classifying the frames by signal contents.
4. The method of claim 3 including the further step of

separately modeling the probability distribution of the fea
tures for each frame class and different classes of speech

9. The method of claim 4 Wherein the classes include

quality measurement, comprising:

a feature extraction module operable to extract perceptual
features from a received speech signal that has been
processed by netWork equipment, transmitted on a com
munications link, or both;
a statistical reference model generated prior to extraction

of the perceptual features and consistency calculation
module operable in response to output from the feature
extraction module to assess the perceptual features rela
tive to the statistical reference model to form indicators
of subjective speech quality Without reference to a cor

responding speech signal that has not been processed by
netWork equipment, transmitted on a communications

link, or both; and
a scoring module operable to employ the indicators of
speech quality to produce a speech quality score Without
reference to a corresponding speech signal that has not
been processed by netWork equipment, transmitted on a
communications link, or both.

11. The apparatus of claim 10 Wherein the feature extrac
tion module is further operable to extract the perceptual fea

tures from the received speech signal frame-by-frame.
12. The apparatus of claim 11 further including a time

segmentation module operable to classify the frames by sig
nal contents.

13. The apparatus of claim 12 Wherein the consistency
calculation module is further operable to separately model the
probability distribution of the features for each class and
different classes of speech signals With the statistical models.
14. The apparatus of claim 13 Wherein the consistency
calculation module is further operable to calculate a consis

tency measure indicative of speech quality for each class
separately With a plurality of Gaussian Mixture Models.
15. The apparatus of claim 14 further including a mapping
module operable to employ the consistency measures to
obtain an estimate of subjective scores.

1 6. The apparatus of claim 15 Wherein the mapping module
employs a mapping, such as one optimiZed using Multivariate

signals With statistical models.
5. The method of claim 4 including the further step of
calculating a consistency measure indicative of speech qual
ity for each class separately With a plurality of statistical

Adaptive Regression Splines.

models.
6. The method of claim 5 including the further step of
employing the consistency measures to obtain an estimate of
subjective scores.

voiced, unvoiced, and inactive.

17. The apparatus of claim 10 Wherein the statistical refer
ence model includes Gaussian Mixture Models.

18. The apparatus of claim 13 Wherein the classes include
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